has been to showcase the rich diversity of festival research, decentering popular music studies from it, and in doing so to demonstrate both that music scholars working in a variety of areas have much to contribute to contemporary popular and academic discourse on music festivals, and that festival studies has much to contribute to music scholarship beyond popular music studies. The articles collected here contribute to a broad interdisciplinary literature on music festivals. Each also illustrates the value of music festival research to the scholarship of music in the Americas. I asked the authors to consider, broadly, what festivals do-that is, what do they do for music, for musicians, for audiences, and for researchers? What might research into music festivals reveal about strategies for promoting musical cultures, repertoires, and aesthetic hierarchies? What do festivals contribute to music scenes, be they local, trans-local, or virtual? What roles do festivals play in shaping historical and contemporary cultural life more broadly? How do festival organizers, stakeholders, artists, and their fans navigate and negotiate broader socio-cultural tensions in festival spaces?
Music festivals provide rich insight into musical life, both in historical periods and in the ethnographic present. Although some events occur only once (or, at best, irregularly), each festival discussed here takes or has taken place over the same few days every year. 3 Many long-running jazz and popular music festivals, including Bonnaroo, Burning Man, Electric Daisy Carnival, New Orleans Jazz, and Newport, are ephemeral, yet they have also become annual rituals for all participants: musicians, audience members, and the cultural intermediaries involved in planning, organizing, and reporting on the events. In my own research into Christian rock festivals in the United States, I have found that this ritualization is true for very large festivals as well as for smaller, more local events. In both cases, festivals provide simultaneously fleeting and permanent spaces whose organizers, performers, and audiences foster distinct cultures, legacies, reputations, and even repertoires. But when the festival itself is iterative and ritualized, its organizers are able to pursue different objectives and interact with their local environments and constituencies in ways that reflect and perpetuate long-term investments. For some festivals, those long-term investments are reflected in attendees' lived experiences: although they may only be physically present at the festival site for a few days every year, attendees for whom the festival has become an annual ritual often extend the spatial, social, and temporal boundaries of the event into virtual spaces. Friends and friendly strangers share memories of past years and anticipation for upcoming festivals online and via social media in ways that participants and observers of local music scenes would find familiar. 4 The anthropologist Birgit Meyer, a scholar of media and religion, has introduced the concept of "sensational forms" to describe media and forms of mediation as Introduction "modes of invoking and organizing access to the transcendental, thereby creating and sustaining links between believers." 5 For Meyer, media (broadly defined) is an integral component of religious experience; sensational forms are those that work so well that their materiality is rendered invisible, "attributed with a sense of immediacy through which the distance between believers and the transcendental is transcended." 6 Meyer also deliberately expands Benedict Anderson's "imagined communities" into "aesthetic formations," or social entities (and also the processes that form these social entities) grounded in sensory experiences. 7 Of the festivals you will read about in the following pages, only Cornerstone serves a strictly religious purpose. But if festivals bind their attendees in shared experiences that connect them to larger aesthetic formations whereby formations become conflated with experiences, then I think there is a strong argument to be made for all festivals (not only religious ones) as sensational forms. If music can be a transcendent experience, then the concentrated period at the festival represents a particularly intense period of time during which music's significance is felt especially acutely by everyone present. Because festivals are extraordinary, set apart from daily life and yet clearly integrated into lived experience, they enable and encourage experimentation and innovation: composers and collaborators create new music, attendees try on new identities and tastes, and organizers test new entrepreneurial and business ideas. When fans go home, musicians go on tour, and organizers go back to the drawing board to plan next year's events, they reflect on and remember their festival experiences and are changed by them; in this way, festivals are felt in different places and different times. When festivals are ritualized, they are anticipated, expected, planned; although they are indeed extraordinary, they are nonetheless present in daily life. It is through this ritualization of the festival-whether experienced as an organizer, a performing artist, or an attendee-that festivals transcend their temporal, geographic, and even aesthetic boundaries. Katherine Brucher, Colleen Renihan, Timothy Storhoff, and I each address annual events: Chicago's Grant Park Music Festival, the Banff Summer Festival of the Arts and the Stratford Shakespeare Festival, the Havana Jazz Plaza Festival, and Cornerstone Festival in rural Illinois. Brucher, Storhoff, and I provide finely detailed analyses of individual years of Grant Park, Havana Jazz Plaza, and Cornerstone, revealing the impacts of these investments in microcosm. Each article also gestures toward the festivals' broader trajectories, which Renihan addresses directly in her work on Banff and Stratford: over a long period of time, both of these festivals have contributed to the development of musical theater and opera in North America. Longer historical narratives, such as Renihan's, reveal artistic, commercial, social, and cultural trends in the macrocosm that might not otherwise be immediately apparent to individual attendees. 5 Birgit Meyer, "Introduction: From Imagined Communities to Aesthetic Formations: Religious Mediations, Sensational Forms, and Styles of Binding," in Aesthetic Formations: Media, Religion, and the Senses, ed. Birgit Meyer (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2009), 13. 6 Meyer, "Introduction," 12. 7 Meyer, "Introduction," 6-7; Benedict R. Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism, 2nd ed. (London: Verso, 1991). Some festivals occur in self-contained places separated from everyday life. 8 Some of these events are literally fenced off; others are bounded by vast geographic nothingness, bleeding into the rural landscape, enforcing a kind of self-sufficiency among attendees that is itself a bonding experience. Many festivals spread throughout urban areas, invading everyday places and soundscapes, and contributing to cities' senses of tourism and cosmopolitanism. 9 Importantly, this collection of articles gestures toward differences-both perceived and real-between rural and urban experiences of musical events. In either case, be they sponsored by civic institutions (such as a mayor's office, Chamber of Commerce, or tourism board), a non-profit organization (including arts and religious institutions), or for-profit corporations, festivals redefine music's relationships to place, space, and identity in ways that individual concerts and performance series do not. Their relationships to tourist and local economies are significant yet contested, as are their relationships to local live music industries. 10 Festivals promote cultural tourism, contribute to local economies, and attract wanted and unwanted attention from local residents. Festival performances and audiences are both separate from the world that surrounds them and enmeshed within a region's cultural history and identity. In short, festivals inflect broader cultural values of their locales, cities, and regions.
We read about these tensions-both explicitly and implicitly-in this issue's articles. A set of questions we might ask of the festivals addressed herein concern their relationships with respect to place, space, and identity. In what ways do these festivals contribute to the economic, social, and cultural lives of their host city or region? In what ways have festivals impacted tourism, civic and urban development, and local economies? Drawing from Mark Clague's notion of arts institutions as "cultural machines," Brucher details the ways in which the organizers of Chicago's Grant Park Music Festival designed its economic, social, and aesthetic objectives holistically from the outset in the midst of the Great Depression. 11 How do festivals negotiate the contested intersections of cultural tourism and daily life? Are the festivals even accessible to local residents, or are they instead designed primarily for tourists and visitors? Organizers plan the Havana Jazz Plaza Festival to take place in venues throughout the city. But the economic disparity between the majority of Havana's local population and the tourists whom festival promoters seek to attract means that much of the festival remains inaccessible-and even unknown-to most Cubans. Nonetheless, the festival plays an important role in bringing musicians and visitors from, for example, the United States to Cuba, which is difficult even in the most favorable political circumstances given the US government's strict travel restrictions placed on US citizens. In contrast, organizers affiliated with Chicago's city government intentionally planned the Grant Park Music Festival for city residents (even if, in reality, it was not easily accessible to all constituents). For attendees in Chicago, Brucher writes, "being present as a listener was a form of participation in civic life." Banff, Stratford, and Cornerstone are self-contained destination events whose accessibility is limited, in part, by their geographic remoteness. Unlike civic events (such as Chicago's Grant Park Festival), attendees suspend their daily lives and travel to these sites, where they often camp in tents and RVs at the festival itself. But, unlike massive destination events that attract fans of many different musical genres (such as Bonnaroo, Coachella, and Glastonbury, which I mentioned earlier), Banff, Stratford, and Cornerstone all cater to particular (and particularly peripheral) taste communities. Thus, although the Grant Park Festival and Havana Jazz Plaza may be inaccessible because of external factors (Chicago's history of segregated neighborhoods; restrictions on travel to Cuba), these other events contain their own inherent boundaries-both physical and musical-that limit participation by outsiders.
Through their programming, festival promoters can empower participants to celebrate particular genres and markets, such as jazz (at Havana Jazz Plaza) or Christian rock (at Cornerstone). Festivals both reinforce and redefine genremappings as they intervene in discourses about musical styles and aesthetic values. The advent of Chicago's Grant Park Music Festival capped a period during which wind band music had become increasingly popular in events catering to a diverse public, and Brucher argues that its varied concert programs containing a "potpourri" of musical styles subverted what Lawrence Levine has described as the "sacralization" of Western art music in the United States. 12 Contestations over genre boundaries figure prominently in Renihan's investigation into the development of musical theater and opera at Banff and Stratford where, she writes, "the spirit of adventure and experimentalism is certainly one that the festival context seems to breed." Remote festivals' geographic peripherality, she reminds us, maps onto social and aesthetic peripheralities as well, enabling and supporting artistic innovation far from the normative (and normalizing) cultural centers. For contemporary opera during this period, Renihan writes, Banff and Stratford served as loci of experimentation at least as important as North American urban spaces such as Los Angeles, New York City, and Toronto. At Cornerstone, too, organizers subverted aesthetic hierarchies by prioritizing otherwise peripheral genres (such as hardcore, metal, and punk) over commercially successful mainstream popular music. And Storhoff notes that festivals, as liminal spaces, often encourage artists and audiences alike to defy genre conventions; in Havana, where the state had officially disapproved of jazz as a US-born music, these dialogues and articulations carry political significance.
Importantly, these festivals do not operate in a vacuum: like all other performances, they are situated within economies and marketplaces of musical production and presentation. The businesses of festivals and their strategies of promotion are visible in their marketing materials and physical ephemera (such as the concert programs found in archives); audible in musical programming (both in its ideal, marketed form and in its encountered, lived state); and embodied in festival grounds' physical layout, design, and construction. Through music festival studies, then, we gain insight into the political economy of public musical life as well as the relationships between an individual festival's economic realities and its aesthetic objectives. How do the business needs of festivals impact their artistic decisions? Considered inversely, how might the aesthetic objectives of a festival inform its funding, marketing, and other managerial decisions? As Brucher describes, organizers launched the Grant Park Music Festival partly as a response to declining employment opportunities for musicians during and following the Great Depression. At both Banff and Stratford, according to Renihan, the gradual shift in musical theater programming reflected the events' economic needs (including the fact that musical theater was originally not the primary focus at either festival).
One final way to read this issue of JSAM is as an attempt to examine the multiple ways in which festivals affect musical life in the Americas at the micro and macro levels. How have festivals shaped the production and reception of musical genres throughout the history of music? How might studying festivals inform the work of American music scholars researching the development of music cultures, econ-
